
At first I wasn't for it because I wanted to do a completely different  styled essay but then 
after giving it more thought I actually loved the idea because it gave me more time to think about 
the topic that I already loved deeper then i originally did. My initial plan was to go all out and try 
to program a website from scratch but honestly would've taken me too long so i just took an 
easier route and did it on google slides and tried my best to add all the information that was 
needed to make it look or act like a professional website. My initial plans were not workable 
because the idea I had was a little too much for the time I had. Changing the concept of my 
website at first was going to make it super vibrate and loud but then I realized basic is a better 
attraction because people are not on your website for the look and design of the site and on 
your website for the information that you're providing. The information and the idea that I had for 
the audience stayed the same throughout my thought process to actually putting my website 
together. The feedback I got from the first peer review was very fair and I can't complain 
because the things pointed out I already knew, I just didn't have time to fix them. I ended up 
touching on some of the information that I had to make it more clear and direct. The second pair 
review was the same very fair at this point. I needed to add why I made my website and adda 
work cited page to show where I got some of my ideas from. Overall I do feel I reached most to 
all my initial goals because most of my goals were based on the information my website 
presented. Besides the idea of actually making a full working website everything else came 
together nicely. I came to learn that my topic plays a huge role in my life and it changed me in a 
lot of ways, taught me how to make money on my own, taught me how to save overall it made 
me a better person socially and helped me with money habits. If I could do this whole project 
over again I would make a full original website with a completely different style that can't be 
compared to any other website that's already out with better and more efficient information. 

 

 

 

 


